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SOME MEMORIES OF THE SUMMER PAST

either of these pictures needs identification, but they
both bring back memories of the warm days we all
longed for from the end of last summer to July of the
current year. We have been fortunate the last several

N

years that the Lark Harbour Cemetery Day was warm and
sunny, as it rewards the people who have made the effort to
beautify their family graves, and this year’s efforts may have
exceeded all previous ones. And the sight of a gently rocking
dory in a little cove surrounded by eager, hopeful seagulls
must be one of the images most familiar to the shores of
Newfoundland for half a millennium.
Attendance at the Cemetery Service was good, and with the warm
weather people stayed around afterwards and used the opportunity
to re-acquaint with friends and relatives who were visiting. It is a
good thing that people are concerned with remembering their
departed family members as this helps to ensure pride of identity and
community, both of which are becoming increasingly essential in
today’s world where instability and change seem to have become
almost the order of the day.
The sight of a fisherman in his dory and hauling his traps also
contributes to the notion of stability. Fishing is one of relatively few
occupations which has been around since man’s earliest days on the
planet, and here it continues in a form which has changed little for
centuries. W ith the exigencies endured by the fishery for almost two
generations now, one is inclined to wonder how much longer the
industry can survive. It is a very sad thing that there have been
recent times when it was less profitable to go out looking for a catch
than it was to stay home and wait. Yet this is happening at a time
when more food is needed than ever before to satisfy a ballooning
world population. But our attitude towards the primary producers of
food may well be a reflection of society’s obsession with the
luxurious distractions of modern gadgetry at the expense of the
necessities of life. If our ancestors could see how those values have
changed, they would probably be tempted to disown us.
In the meantime, large numbers of us continue merrily polluting
our way around the world while nature appears to be succumbing
more and more to the effects of that pollution and its destructive
partner, global warming. Amid consistently mounting evidence of
major earth changes like the melting of glaciers and permafrost, there
are still many in denial. W e may yet starve ourselves to death.
The poet T S Eliot wrote: This is the way the world ends ... Not
with a bang, but a whimper. Perhaps we are already hearing the
beginnings of the whimper. But let’s hope not!

MESSAGE FROM OUR RECTOR
—

Rev Nellie Thomas

—

ANGLICAN PARISH OF THE BAY OF ISLANDS

BACK ON SCHEDULE
s I write this article September is just around the
corner. It’s late August, and there isn’t much
summer left. Everyone is saying: “Where did the
summer go?”! It seems only yesterday school was out
and it was vacation time. A time to relax from the
busyness of life. A time to visit other places and friends
and family.

A

As we began the summer season, we all had great hopes about
what we would like to do during the holidays. After all, during the
summer we all have some extra time. But then, sometimes it’s just
nice to relax more. During our summer break, when our lives are
more relaxed, we have time to recharge our energy. Then all of a
sudden our summer is over and we still didn’t do what we intended
to do. But there is another opportunity. September is just around the
corner and we have the opportunity to try again.
September is the month when schools, universities and colleges
begin their classes. After a summer break, many families will be
back on a schedule again. All summer long everyone was more
relaxed about their schedules. Children didn’t have to be in bed as
early. Friends dropped over for a visit. But September is here and
we can get back on a schedule.
I remember when I was a little girl growing up in Labrador, I
would always be so excited when September came to get back to
school and a new schedule. I have always been thankful that my
parents wanted what was best for me in every way and that included
what was best for me spiritually. My parents decided that my going
to church was important. I am so happy now that they made that
decision for me because if I had to make that decision on my own, I
probably would not have made the right decision.
As September arrives your church has many opportunities for you
and your family to be involved in. There are choirs, servers, vestry,
parish council, bible study, ACW , and the list goes on. As we get
back on our new schedule let’s sit down with our family and do our
priority list and make church one of our priorities.
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

OBITUARY

HC=Holy Communion; MP=Morning Prayer; EP=Evening Prayer
LH = Lark Harbour; YH = York Harbour; JB = John’s Beach
Details of Church Services relate to St James, Lark Harbour, only.

SUZANNE SYBIL CHILDS

2010

SEPTEMBER

2010

th

Sun

11:00am, Pentecost 15 - Morning Prayer

6 th
18th
24 th

Mon
Sat
Fri

Labour Day
W edding (Brian Joyce/Tiffany W hite)
Deadline for BMD 51. Please submit a.s.a.p.

Mon
Sun

Thanksgiving Day
Hallowe’en

Tues
Sat
Thur

7:00 pm + John Sands M usical Concert +
End Daylight Savings (clocks back at midnight)
Remembrance Day

Sat

Christmas Day

5

2010
11 th
31 st

OCTOBER

2010
2nd
6th
11 th

NOVEMBER

2010
25 th

2010

ADVANCE DATES

2010

2010

The B LOW •M E •D O W N ER is distributed free to every
Canada Post mailbox in Lark Harbour & York Harbour
and also free by email elsewhere on request
before or on the first Friday of the month.
Next B LO W •M E •D O W N ER . . . . . . Issue 51, 2010 Oct 01
Deadline for Issue 51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2010 Sept 24
Please submit copy as early as possible for best inclusion.
To receive your BMD by email, send an email
with the word SUBSCRIBE in the subject line to
blowmedowner@gmail.com

FIVE YEARS AND FIFTY ISSUES
B LO W •M E •D O W N ER was published 2005 October 7 th
under the title of Blow-Me-Down Bulletin and consisted of four
pages, all very basic, no pictures. Once established, we expanded to
six pages for most issues, began to include a few pictures, and by
Issue 12 the title was changed to the present one. W e distribute
monthly more than 350 hard copies, locally by Canada Post bulk
mailing and further afield by first class mail. W e also distribute
about 60 copies by email.
Pictures in the hard copies are disappointing as the machine is
really designed for text only. However we post special display copies
in colour in the local stores and post offices, and the Blow-Me-Down
Library has a binder of back copies in colour. The email version, in
PDF, is also in colour. However it is too costly to print copies in
colour for mail distribution at this point.
Present production expenses total approximately $75 per month,
mostly for paper and bulk postal distribution. One of our major costs
is borne by the Anglican Parish of Bay of Islands by making available
each month their Risograph duplicator. Other greatly appreciated
donations come from local and Corner Brook businesses who operate
in our communities. These are listed below. W ithout their support
the B LO W •M E •D OW N ER would cease to exist.
This is, as already noted, our fiftieth issue in a period of five
years. The October issue marks the start of our sixth year. Many
thanks to all our Sponsors for their financial support and others who,
by their submission of items for publication, their interest and their
comments, continue to make the B LOW •M E •D O W N ER possible and,
I hope, a useful service to our communities.

T

H E FIR ST

These are our Sponsors who support the B LOW ·M E ·D O W N ER :
Anglican Parish of Bay of Islands
Lark Harbour
p. 1
Byrne’s Store
York Harbour
p. 4
Curling ONE Stop, 366 Curling St
Corner Brook
p. 2
Fillatre Memorials
Corner Brook
p. 5
Quik Lube Plus, 65 Humber Road
Corner Brook
p. 6
Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store
Lark Harbour
p. 4

Automobile - SERVICE & REPAIRS - Gas & Diesel

CURLING ONE STOP
Owners: Kevin & Betty Wayson
Phone 785-2619
366 Curling St, Corner Brook

1951 December 01 - 2010 June 28
the family of
the late Suzanne Sybil Childs
announced her death in a tragic accident
at Lark Harbour on Monday, June 28,
2010 in her 58th year. Left to mourn
with fond and loving memories are her
husband Howard of 41 years, children
Johnny (Kelly) Childs and Melanie
( G e r a r d ) J o y c e ; a l s o n a n n y 's
grandchildren Kirklind, M ia and
Georgia; mother Mary Childs; siblings
Garland (Jeanie) Childs, Roslyn (Sam)
Sheppard, and Heather Travers; sisterin-law Elizabeth MacDonald; brothersin-law Edward (Marguerite) Childs, and
Stanley (Emma) Childs; and a large number of nieces, nephews and
friends. She was predeceased by her father Harold Childs. Visitation
took place at St James Church, Lark Harbour, on June 30 th & July 1 st
2010 from 2-4 & 7-9 each day.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration for Suzanne’s life took
place at St James Anglican Church, Lark Harbour, on Friday July 2,
2010 with the Rector, Rev Nellie Thomas officiating, assisted by Lay
Ministers Lorraine Humber, George Sheppard and Glenys Batt. The
church, beautifully decorated with flowers, was filled to overflowing
and additional seating had to be provided. A fine tribute was
presented by Sister Rosalie Carey of Xavier House, Corner Brook,
where Suzanne had for many years been a much-loved employee.
This was followed with a duet by Sherry Sheppard and Lisa Childs
accompanied by organist Sharon Parsons. Scriptures were read by
Valerie Park, Sandy Barnes, Judy Park and Jennifer Pennell. Rev
Nellie Thomas delivered the homily.
Interment followed at Lark Harbour Cemetery, after which all
friends and relatives were invited for refreshments at the Church Hall.
Pall Bearers were Dale Kendell and Ryan Childs (honorary) and
Ralph Park, Gary Park, Jeffrey Childs, Steven Childs, W ayne
MacDonald and Dennis Kendell.
The family thanked everyone for their prayer, sympathy and
support, and for the many acts of kindness received during the
difficult time of bereavement.
As expressions of sympathy, flowers were graciously accepted or
memorial donations could be made to the St James Church Memorial
Fund or the Victorian Order of Nurses. The guest book could also be
signed or memorial donations made by visiting the website of Country
Haven Funeral Home at www.country-haven.ca, who provided the
funeral services.

W

ITH GREAT SAD N ESS

Note of Thanks
The family of the late Suzanne Childs would like to convey our
sincere thanks to everyone during this very difficult time in our lives.
The list would be endless if we tried to thank individually everyone
who has helped us in the days and weeks that have passed, but we
would like to thank Rev Nellie for the beautiful service and for being
there to support us. Also we would like to thank Sister Rosalie for her
wonderful tribute, and Sherry and Lisa for singing. W e would also
like to send out a big thankyou to the Volunteer Fire Department for
their quick response time, and for never giving up hope on our
mother.
Thank you to everyone from the bottom of our hearts.
Howard, Johnny, Kelly, Kirklind, Melanie, Gerard, Mia and Georgia.

TOPS
TAKE OFF POUNDS SENSIBLY
Meets every Wednesday at York Harbour Town Hall.
Weigh-in is held 4:45 to 5:15

Meeting is held 5:15 to 5:45

Anyone interested in joining may drop by on Wednesday or if you
have any questions please call Michelle at 681-2494.
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LIONEL GEORGE SHEPPARD

EZEKIEL GOUGH

1927 - 2010

1924 September 12 - 2010 August 09
Veteran, W W 2, Royal Artillery

T W AS W ITH GREA T SAD N ESS that
the family of the late Lionel
George Sheppard announced his
passing at W estern M emorial
Regional Hospital on Thursday, July
8, 2010 at the age of 83 years. He
left to mourn with fond and loving
memories his wife of 56 years, Lucy
(n é e Je w er);
so n M u rra y
(Stephanie) of Beaverton, ON;
daughter Loretta (Kerry) Barry of
Lark Harbour, NL; granddaughter
Makayla; grandson Jesse; sister
Victoria Traverse; brothers Aaron
(V onnie) Sheppard, Lawrence
(Jean) Sheppard, sister-in-law Viola (Calvin) Langdon; and brotherin-law Maxwell (Doris) Jewer, as well as many nieces, nephews,
relatives and friends. Lionel was predeceased by his parents George
& Maude Sheppard, brother John Sheppard, two infant sons and two
infant daughters, and two nephews Randy and Darren Sheppard.
Visitation took place at St James Anglican Church, Lark Harbour, on
July 9 th & 10 th 2010 from 2-4 & 7-9 pm each day.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration of Lionel’s life was
held at St James Church on Sunday July 11, 2010 officiated by Rev
Nellie Thomas, assisted by Lay M inisters Lorraine Humber, Ruth
Travers, Glenys Batt and George Sheppard. A tribute was ably
spoken by Lionel’s niece Linda Harrison, and a duet This is My
Home was sung by Sherry Sheppard and Lisa Childs. Scriptures were
read by Jonathan Sheppard, Krista Gilbert, Mabel M acDonald and
Lay Minister Lorraine Humber. The Rector, Rev Nellie Thomas,
also delivered a homily. Music was provided by Don Travers, Marie
Park and Rev Nellie. Interment then took place at the Lark Harbour
Cemetery, followed by refreshments at the Church Hall.
As expressions of sympathy flowers were graciously accepted or
memorial donations could be made to the Victorian Order of Nurses
or the St James Anglican Church Fund. The guest book could be
signed or memorial donations made by visiting the website of
Country Haven Funeral Home at www.country-haven.ca, who
provided the funeral services.
The family thanks everyone for their sympathy, support and many
acts of kindness during their sad loss. W e also offer our sincere
condolences to Lionel’s family and friends in their bereavement.

I

BUS TOURS THIS FALL
T H E FALL B U S T OU R SEASO N has begun, with bookings for catering
by the ACW . Two have already taken place, but a total of seven are
scheduled before the end of October. There may also be some that
have made other arrangements. As most of these tours are busloads
of passengers from cruise ships calling at Corner Brook, there is
always the possibility that there may be delays or cancellations
caused by weather conditions at earlier points on the cruise route.
Some of the cruises are quite short, but the one on 18 th August
was for 35 days. It started from New York and visited several places
in Europe including unusual destinations like Iceland and Greenland.
Corner Brook was one of their last ports of call. The tour on 23 rd
August brought 50 people by bus from Ontario. They spent a day in
the Bay of Islands and then travelled the Northern Peninsula and
other parts of Newfoundland.
The number of people on a tour can vary widely, with as many as
200 or more coming here for a day, from large ships with a
complement of 3,000 passengers and another 1,000 crew; or it may
be just a single busload. Lark Harbour is not the only destination for
visitors: longer tours to Gros Morne Park are also available for those
who choose, but some passengers opt to remain in Corner Brook for
the day.
OTHER SCHUDULED BUS VISITS
September

12 th
18 th
25 th
28 th
30 th

Sunday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
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that
the family of the late Ezekiel
Gough announced his passing at
the age of 85 years on Monday
9 August 2010, at W estern
M emorial Regional Hospital,
Corner Brook.
Ezekiel was born in Elliston,
Trinity Bay on September 12,
1924, the son of George and Zellah
Gough.
He was one of five
brothers and two sisters. Ezekiel
served in the British Army, the 59 th
Newfoundland Heavy Regiment,
Royal Artillery.
He joined the
service in December 1940 and was
one of four brothers to serve. He
landed on the beaches of Normandy shortly after D-Day, and fought
through France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany.
Ezekiel left to mourn with fond and loving memories, his wife
Vida; sons: George (Patsy) of Kitchener, David of Brighton, Ezekiel
(Shirley) of Hughes Brook, Glen of Corner Brook; his daughters:
Dallas (Gerald) of Bonne Bay, Enid (John) of Seaforth, Debbie
(John) of Port Hope, Lisa (Kevin) of Seaforth; brother Darryl (Fay)
of Gander, sister Molly Sanger of Elliston; extended family Shawn
(Robin), Jodi (Mike), Michelle (Rod), Jamie (Samantha) and their
children; 18 grand children; 5 great grandchildren and a large circle
of nieces, nephews, relatives and friends. He was predeceased by his
first wife Ethel and daughter Eileen in 1994, grandson David,
brothers: John, Ralph, Sylvester, and Cecil, and sister Elizabeth Sarah
W estguard. Visitation took place at St James Anglican Church, Lark
Harbour, on W ednesday, August 11, 2010, between 2-4 and 7-9 pm.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration of the Life of Ezekiel
Gough was held on Thursday, August 12, 2010, at 2:00 pm at St
James Anglican Church, Lark Harbour, with Reverend Nellie Thomas
officiating, assisted by Lay M inisters A fine tribute was spoken by
Rodney Druggett, and scriptures were read by Shawn Robinson,
Kimberly Gough, Alex Druggett and Melissa Kendell. The homily
was delivered by Rev Nellie and as a moving and appropriate salute
to a soldier, the hymn Amazing Grace was played on the bagpipes by
Jim Day. Prayers of the People were read by Patrick Kervin. Sharon
Parsons was organist. The Royal Canadian Legion Ceremony
concluded the Service. Pall Bearers were Rod Druggett, Ezekiel
Gough Jr, W inston Childs, Jamie Robinson, George Cake and Paul
Pennell. Guests were invited to refreshments in the Church Hall.
As expressions of sympathy, flowers were graciously accepted or
donations made to a charity of one's choice. Interment followed at a
later date at Mount Patricia Cemetery, Corner Brook. The family
guest book could be signed, or memorial donations made, through the
website at www.country-haven.ca.

I

T W AS W ITH GREAT SADNESS

Note of Thanks
The family of the late Ezekiel Gough wishes to express sincere thanks
and appreciation to all those who helped in any way during this very
sad time.
Special thanks to Dr Gurguis, Dr Brake, Dr Dean and his team at the
Palliative Care unit, and all the special nurses on 3A at W estern
Memorial Regional Hospital.
To Rev Nellie Thomas for the very personal and moving service
and her many acts of kindness. To Nurse Lorraine Humber for her
kindness and professional care. To the ACW for providing
refreshments, to all who participated in the service, to the Legion
members, to Rod for his inspiring eulogy, and to M r Day for the
bagpipes. All these contributions made the service a memorable one
and a special tribute to a wonderful man.
To Country Haven Funeral Home, to the pallbearers, and to those
who sent flowers, cards, food, or made donations; please know that
your kindness will always be appreciated.
Thank You
The Gough and Robinson Families
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DAMAGE AT LARK HARBOUR
CHILDREN’S PLAYGROUND

TOW N OF

LARK HARBOUR
M INUTES OF M EETING OF 17 AUGUST 2010
Present:

Mayor John Parsons; Deputy Mayor Jamie Park;
Councillors: Llewellyn Childs, Stanley Childs, Pauline
Sheppard; Clerks: Louise Darrigan (recording), Debra
Park, Peggy Sheppard.
Meeting commenced at 7:00 pm.

! Minutes of July 20th & Aug 10 th meetings adopted.
! Playground update – Discussion on the completed work project,
extra work and cost.
! W ater/Sewer update - No reply to date from Dave Strong, ACOA,
regarding a follow up meeting. Council agreed a meeting should
be set up as soon as possible.
! CIP update – Application for 2010-2014 funding now completed
and sent to Gas Tax Secretariat.
! Town Hall update – Approved: quote received from Jerome
Chaytor for $79,290.43 including HST for the Town Hall retrofits
and building repairs; also quote from Parsons Brothers for
$16,991.81 including HST to complete the electrical retrofits.
! Discussion on the leak in the ceiling located in the VON office.
Agreed to look at it and make a decision later to correct it.
! The draft submitted for employment position for a maintenance
person is now put on hold and will be revisited later.
! Tourism - Capital grants program 2010/11 application is now
submitted for phase two for the playground.
! Financial report – Approved financial report as presented; also
accounts payable of $5,619.34.
! Building permits – Approved building permits as presented.
! W rite off requests of $89.44 approved.
! Council denied the request for a copy of the water/sewer study.
! Limit of Service Plan – Discussion on past letter received in 2008
from Municipal Affairs declining the Town’s request to add the
two new roads on the Limit of Service Plan. All agreed to write
and make the request again.
! Damage to Playground: RCMP notified. A file has been made
and will be dealt with soon.
Building supplies purchased to make repairs to the playground.
Discussion on vandalism and its prevention.
! Property Assessment Review Commissioner: appointment of
Shirley Park approved for the period 2010 - 2011.
! Car wrecks – Meeting to be arranged with Rod of Rod’s Auto
Salvage regarding the removal of car wrecks.
! A signed agreement received from the resident who requested the
small portion of land to even out his property boundary line.
! Student Employment Safety – Discussion of W HSCC
representative’s visit to Council Office regarding safety of
students employed. Council will prepare a safety list for future
employment of students.
! Newfoundland Power job sheet for replacement of a service pole
received and approved.
! Local trails in the community are covered by the Town insurance
policy. Letter sent to Baine Johnston Insurance on this issue.
! Clerk directed to contact the individual regarding ownership of
property on Little Port Road of which there is no record on file.
! Clerk to follow up with surveyor on the community properties.
! All agreed to the quarterly Fire Dept meeting set for August 24 th
at 7:00 pm in York Harbour.
! Regular quarterly statements for all accounts will be introduced.
! Agreed to purchase supplies from the new supply company
named New Lab for now as a test to compare prices.
! Complaints/concerns, etc:
Letter to be sent to a resident regarding a complaint received
about his dog barking all night long.
Letter to be sent to Dept of Transportation to indicate sections of
the Main Road where repairs are needed.
Motion to approve purchase of Stop Signs from Dept of
Transportation for all by roads, plus 2 extra signs.
! CORRESPONDENCE:
The “run the rock” Children’s W ish letter will be posted publicly.
All reading material sent to review file.
Meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm

Photo provided by Lark Harbour Town Council
H E ABOVE PIC TU RE SH O W S some of the recent damage at Lark
Harbour Children’s Playground near the Town Hall. Renovations
and improvements had not long been completed at considerable
expense to provide a better and safer environment for small children
to play, when the damage shown here, and more besides, was done.
Among other destruction, a structural 2x8 inch beam was broken.
This second lot of repairs has cost the Town a further sum of $378.00
for materials and labour. This sum is more than a year’s tax paid for
one average home in Lark Harbour.
It is clear that small children were not responsible for this — how
many 10-year-olds would it take to splinter that beam? No, clearly
this was done by older, bigger individuals who probably should have
outgrown a playground designed for young children. Those
responsible have shown that they have no regard for their community
and what it tries to do to make a better place for all to enjoy.
Council has involved the RCMP, but what they can do is limited
and often depends on their receiving information from others.
Anyone who sees such damage being done, or knows who the culprits
are, should report it to the Town Office who will pass it on to the
police. Perhaps a few words from the RCMP might be all it takes.

T

SHEPPARD’S CLOVER FARM STORE
! ! ! CHECK OUR PRICES ! ! !
Gasoline Groceries Hardware Lotto Beer Liquor
Propane Exchange Program - Sears Catalogue Agent

DISTRIBUTOR OF PRODUCTS

from

MERCER’S MARINE

BYRNE’S STORE
Main Street, York Harbour - Phone 681-2040
FULL SERVICE GASOLINE
Groceries, Confectionery & Beer, Hardware, Loto
A GREAT SELECTION OF LOCAL SOUVENIRS

FIRE DEPARTMENT
YORK HARBOUR & LARK HARBOUR

W

E WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR THANKS to everyone who helped

make the Blow-Me-Down Days Festival a huge success. We
appreciate the support offered from local residents as well as visitors.
Also, a special thank you to the volunteers who gave their time on the
weekend as well as the months before to organise the event. We hope
to have the final numbers to share with everyone very soon.
Next year Blow-Me-Down-Days will be held on Aug 5, 6, and 7.
We look forward to seeing you there.
The Fire Department is still looking for new members. Anyone
interested in joining or returning to the Department, please drop by
the Fire Hall on Sunday evening at 7:00pm or contact Fire Chief, Bill
Sheppard, at 681-2494.
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LIBRARY NOTES
by
Susan Harvey
that the library was
closed for two weeks, and that no one was inconvenienced.
W e regretted the necessity, but we have been unable to find a
substitute to stand in during the Librarian’s annual leave or on other
occasions when she can’t be available. The library was re-opened on
Thursday 2 September, and is back to wintertime hours as follows:
Monday and Friday
2.00 - 5.00 pm
Tuesday and Thursday 2.00 - 4.30 and 6.30 - 9.00 pm
W ednesday
2.00 - 4.00 pm
Please feel free to come in at any time during these hours and see
what we have to offer. W e recommend the hour from 2.00 to 3.00
each weekday and the Tuesday evening opening from 6.30 to 9.00 for
readers, as computer games are not allowed during those periods. If
you have not seen the rotating collection which arrived early in
August, come and check it out. A few selections are noted below, as
well as one from the Newfoundland collection.

W

E H O PE ALL LIB RARY PATRO NS W ERE AW ARE

From the Newfoundland collection
1. Flying on the Edge
From the rotating collection
2. Hasty Death
3. Murder at the Lodge
4. At Risk
5. Wrong Place, Wrong Time
6. Blackfly Season
7. The Tale of Hawthorn House:
The Cottage Tales of Beatrix Potter

Gene Manion
Marion Chesney
JM Gregson
Patricia Cornwell
Andrea Kane
Giles Blunt
Susan W ittig Albert

1. Flying on the Edge tells of Mr. Manion’s flying all over our
province for forty years on business or for pleasure. He set up a
flying business in the early 60s in Pasadena using float and ski planes
most of the time. Over the next fifteen years he built up the business
and made many more business contacts. These contacts were often
social as well as business and included many well-known
Newfoundland names, such as Joey Smallwood, Frank Moores,
several of the Crosbies, Helge Ingstad and his wife Anne Stine, Tom
Farrell, Chester Dawe, and the Irvings from New Brunswick.
One of his earlier ways of earning money to build up the business
was taking part in the seal hunt of 1963 off the Magdalen Islands,
using ski planes to land on the ice. That year was quite successful
financially; he maintained his connection with the seal hunt over
many years, though only providing transportation for other people’s
catch. His other main jobs were for large construction projects,
mining operations, and hunting and fishing expeditions. I liked one
of his quotes from when he was asked to fly after partying: “At least
seven hours between bottle and throttle.”
Helicopters became the next big influence on Mr Manion’s
business. In 1973 he was hired to place a memorial plaque at the last
campsite of the Hubbard expedition of 1903. Mr Hubbard’s group
had lost their way in Labrador, and he had actually died of starvation.
Manion had read the accounts of the expedition and was particularly
proud to be the one to place the plaque. W hen he finally sold the
business in the late 70s to his old rival, Eastern Provincial Airways,
he bought himself a helicopter for pleasure and continued his
exploration of the province. Another incident of historical interest
was his discovery in Labrador in 1987 of a W W II airplane, whose
ending had previously been a complete mystery. Apparently it was
almost invisible from the air, and he had to walk a couple of
kilometers to get back to it from where he was able to land.
Strangely it seemed to be almost completely undamaged, and there
was no sign of pilot and crew; and trees had grown up around and
over it. Upon checking its history, it turned out that the plane had not
been able to land at Goose Bay because of bad weather and the pilot
and crew had parachuted out over the airport. They left the plane on
autopilot and it had apparently landed itself.
Mr. M anion moved to Ontario in 2002. Thinking he would miss
his adventurous Newfoundland life, he took his helicopter with him;
but it wasn’t the same, and he sold it in 2004. This book gives a good
picture of how much he enjoyed flying and how much a part of his
life it was. It also gives a good feel for what Newfoundland was like
during his time. All of it is readable, but I thought the most
interesting parts were toward the end.
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2. Hasty Death is an Edwardian murder mystery with some elements
of Edwardian romance. Very light reading, involving a debutantetype who fancies herself as a detective. “Lady Rose” is friends with
“Captain Cathcart”, who was also born to the aristocracy, but has
“lowered” himself by setting up as a private detective. Some romantic
flickerings between them, but they really do seem to be more
successful with their detecting. Not much plot, but easy reading.
3. Murder at the Lodge is an English procedural in which Inspector
Peach has to find out who killed a member of the Masonic Lodge after
one of their important dinners. All the possible motives for killing the
victim are carefully discovered, but it is hard to care very much.
Frankly, none of the suspects are at all likable, and neither is Inspector
Peach. Maybe you have to be a Mason.
4. At Risk is a somewhat complicated story in which a Massachusetts
investigator is given the job of solving a murder which took place in
Tennessee twenty years earlier. The reason for his being assigned to
the case is never totally explained, but apparently is a political ploy
intended to help an ambitious woman’s campaign to become
governor. Naturally the plan is affected by the political aspirations of
other candidates.
The political aspect makes for somewhat
entertaining, if complicated, reading. This is one of Ms Cornwell’s
most recent novels, and one of the few which does not feature Dr Kay
Scarpetta’s forensic expertise.
5. Wrong Place, Wrong Time is another mystery with a somewhat
complicated plot. I liked the fact that the main characters trying to
solve the mystery are members of a family: a detective, his divorced
wife, and their three children. They have a reason for their detective
enthusiasm, as one member of the family is in danger from the action.
For most of the book the villain is believed to be a member of another,
very close-knit, family; but there is a surprise twist at the end.
6. Blackfly Season is a Canadian mystery set in northern Ontario.
Much of the background will seem much more familiar than when the
action is set in New York or San Francisco. Certainly the blackflies
of the title appear throughout the book and REALLY sound like
genuine Canada. That said, the action does involve motorcycle gangs
and drug dealing; also a bit of black magic. There is an intriguing
beginning in which a young woman walks out of the woods with no
idea who she is or how she got there. W hen she is taken to the
hospital it turns out there is a bullet lodged in her brain. The action
goes on from there while the local police finally put a lot of different
clues together and the victim regains a few memories. Before the final
solution, however, the police almost lose their victim to a second
murder attempt.
7. The Tale of Hawthorn House places the children’s author Beatrix
Potter in the role of detective, though she doesn’t seem to deal with
any very life-threatening situations. You might experience some
feelings of nostalgia if you read your children any of Miss Potter’s
stories of Peter Rabbit and Jemima Puddleduck. Otherwise you
probably will find it strange to have the animals’ thoughts and
conversations recounted just the same as the humans’. In addition to
actual animal characters, there is also an old woman,
Mrs Overthewall, who is some sort of fairy who lives in hawthorn
trees. Nothing at all offensive, but pretty bland.

† + *
JOHN SANDS
*
‡ + MUSICAL CONCERT

+
+

St James Church Hall, 7:00 pm
Tuesday 2 nd November
Tickets available later, $15.00 each
Check the W ebsite: http://johnsandsmusic.com
More information available from Rev Nellie at 681-2021
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Editorial:

WHY SHOULD WE HELP
THE PEOPLE OF PAKISTAN?
Just to be nice? Or for our own self preservation?
that has arisen in the last few weeks. Everyone
knows that the Pakistani people have been suffering from the
effects of flooding on a scale previously unknown even where people
are traditionally used to life beside a river that regularly bursts its
banks. But the current flooding there has no precedent in Pakistan’s
hjistory.
Yet we are hearing comparisons between the way the nations of
the world have responded to January’s earthquake in Haiti and the
recent floods in Pakistan. Responses were both faster and more
generous for Haiti than they have been for Pakistan; not to suggest of
course that the response to the Haitian disaster was even fast or
generous enough, although it far outstripped what has so far been
done for Pakistan.
Some explanations (excuses?) offered for this slower and less
generous response include:
i Donor fatigue (too many demands made on our generosity in
the last year or two);
i Pakistan’s main religious affiliation is to Islam;
i There is significant anti-W estern feeling in Pakistan;
i Pakistan is the home for Taliban organisations and many
Taliban sympathisers;
i Corruption in Pakistan government at all levels, local,
regional and national;
i Excessive dominance of the Pakistani military establishment,
especially the Generals who in the past have interfered in
politics and even formed military dictatorships.

T

H IS IS A Q U ESTIO N

Here are some figures for comparison:
Population
Persons/Sq M ile
Canada
34,219,000
8
USA
310,068,000
83
Pakistan 170,350,000
500
Haiti
9,075,500
843

GADP ***
$ 39,668
$ 46,381
$ 1,067
$
733

*** Gross Annual Domestic Product per capita (US dollars).
This is the value of all goods and services produced in the country
divided by the total population number, including all ages, whether
employed or not. The figures are are expressed in US dollars.
Countries are listed in geographical area, in descending order.
W hile these figures do not reflect fully the human suffering in
either Pakistan or Haiti in these emergencies, they do give us a rough
idea of how large the problem can be, the difficulties presented by
local conditions, and the relative ability of each country to provide
emergency assistance for its people. It is easy to see that Canada, the
USA, western Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, (the wealthy
nations) and a few others, have so much more going for them than
Pakistan has, and immeasurably more than Haiti.
Some or all of those “explanations” listed earlier may be valid for
Pakistan, and some may be valid for Haiti. However, if we
concentrate solely on the reasons for NOT providing generous
assistance in those cases (or for disasters suffered in any part of the
world) we are ignoring the most significant factor which should
govern our response to international aid: the urgent need to alleviate
hum an suffering. This is without doubt the most important reason
that can be given in a situation where thousands, maybe millions, are
in danger of dying from injury, lack of food, potable water, adequate
shelter, clothing, or hygiene materials, and we have the possibility,
however difficult, of satisfying som e of these needs.
But why should we do this? The government of Pakistan claims
to be democratically elected. However it has spent much money on
developing and testing nuclear weapons, and has even waged war
against its neighbour India. Of course this makes them very little
different from us, as our governments have also done similar things
in the past. So should we ignore this and provide assistance to
Pakistan when some might be channelled into more of this kind of
belligerent conduct, especially when there are so many other parts of
the world that need help? On the face of it there might be a case for
refusing help to Pakistan, but there are potential dire consequences
for us if we do.
It is common knowledge that the Taliban have influence in
Pakistan, and are always ready to take advantage of any opportunities
to increase their hold over the local population and discredit the
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W est. The GDP figures above can easily be used to convince willing
listeners that the W est has no concern for anyone else, and has
enormous wealth which it uses solely for its own benefit. W e
W esterners know that this is not generally true, and that we provide
valuable aid both from Government funds and by private donation
through NGOs. But this is not widely known in every country.
Imagine then the damage that can be done in a country like Pakistan
if the Taliban use those GDP figures as propaganda among a
population that is starving
and seeing its children
suffering and dying from a
lack of the basic necessities
for survival. Imagine too the
effect of these people seeing
W estern movies and
television programs depicting
wealthy p eople driving
expensive vehicles and taking
luxury vacations which cost
many times more than most
of the world’s families make
in a year.
There is no
question that this information
reaches even the remotest
places on earth these days, and that it is being used by insurgents who
are very aware of the damage it can do to W estern society.
If therefore we refuse aid to poorer countries (and even to a
country like Pakistan which participates quite strongly in world trade
and is not poor by many standards) we are likely to find that within
the next generation our refusal will come back to haunt us in ways we
shall not like. Some of the terrorists involved in activities such as the
9-11 destruction of the New York W orld Trade Centre have indicated
that W estern control and use for our own benefit of the resources of
their countries is one of the main reasons behind these attacks. This
type of economic activity, which is certainly observable around the
world, is often called “The New Imperialism”, linking it with the 19 th
century form which is now virtually extinct. However it can be no
less virulent, and can give rise to very negative feelings towards the
W estern world.
W e may consider this reaction of extremists towards us to be
unfair, unjustified, immoral, illegal and deserving only of our
retaliation by denying assistance to any nation which seems to take
insufficient action against it. But nevertheless that extremist reaction
remains as a fact of modern life, and it exists even in Canada. But if
our response is to refuse aid to the needy and desperate in those less
fortunate places where extremism is known to exist, we shall be
encouraging the further spread of anti-W estern negativism. In turn,
this can only create a wider rift between the “haves” and the “havenots” as demand for limited resources, even water, increases, and this
rift can quickly mutate into terrorism. It is our children and
grandchildren who will then have to deal with this problem.
Unlike in past times, we can no longer hide our good fortune in
this age of instant and affordable communication. Our superior
standards of living are easily visible to all the world through news and
movies, and the less fortunate want their share. If we refuse to share
our wealth voluntarily, in time it will be taken from us by force which
we shall be unable to prevent. W e, the “haves”, are already
outnumbered many times by the “have-nots”.
W e must therefore make sure that we continue and increase our
assistance to those suffering from natural disasters, health epidemics,
lack of essential resources, and even self-created disasters, no matter
how different and distant from us they may be. By so doing we would
hope to slowly increase their well-being, though at the same time our
own standard of living may decline a little.
This is not to say that we should distribute our help
indiscriminately. Instead we must do everything we can to ensure that
the aid we offer is in forms easily used by people who may have
neither the knowledge nor the facilities to handle what we take for
granted; it must also be aid which enables those people to become
self-sufficient and less dependent on us. W e also have the right to
satisfy ourselves that our assistance is not inappropriately diverted or
unfairly distributed; but we may have to accept some of that.
Pakistan is a good example of a modern country that may be on the
brink of permanent disenchantment with the W est. It is likely that we
shall encounter other examples in the future. The United Nations says
that as many as 17 million Pakistanis (equal to half the population of
Canada) have been seriously affected by the floods. It is up to us to
take appropriate action now.

